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The port of Walvis Bay, Namibia.

BUILDING BLUE ECONOMIES:
CCA’S 2016 U.S.-AFRICA INFRASTRUCTURE
CONFERENCE SPOTLIGHTS INVESTMENT
OPPORTUNITIES ALONG AFRICA’S COASTS
Corporate Council on Africa (CCA) will host
its U.S.-Africa Infrastructure Conference
from October 16-18 2016 in New Orleans,
Louisiana. This year’s conference, themed
“Building Blue Economies,” will bring
together the U.S. and African private
sector and decision makers in government
to network and engage in investment
opportunities along Africa’s coastal
frontiers.
Developing Africa’s Blue Economies
presents tremendous business opportunities
for companies with the knowledge to
develop the infrastructure for robust
maritime, riverine and lacustrine industries.
Africa’s seas and oceans are key assets to
the acceleration of the development of
African economies. Africa’s blue economy

and related activities generate $43.6 billion
USD in profit for multinational companies
according to the 2016 United Nations
Economic Commission for Africa report,
Africa’s Blue Economy. Current profits are
expected to triple by 2020 and a staggering
90 percent of Africa’s imports and exports
are conducted by sea.
Within the blue economy, investment
opportunities exist in industries ranging
from fishing and coastal tourism to offshore
drilling and civil engineering. The ocean
off the West African coasts is one of the
world’s richest fishing grounds. From
Morocco to Guinea, there is rich marine
fauna including sardines, grouper, snapper,
shrimp, and mackerel. Additionally, West
Africa is part of the “Golden Triangle”
Continued on next page...

Since the Corporate
Council on Africa
acquired the Africa
Travel Association
(ATA), several persons
have asked what
is the connection
between the travel
business and doing
business in Africa.
How does ATA fit
into our mission?
Tourism is a business
Stephen Hayes
that has the potential
to employ millions over the continent of
Africa. Its potential is obvious once you
step on the continent, no matter where
you first plant your feet. However, it will
not meet its potential without far more
infrastructure, power supply, adequate
health support, financing and a more
consistent food supply to feed the future
growing number of tourists. Tourism is more
than just safaris. There is nearly 25,000
miles of untouched beach, growing cities
of interest and many other opportunities
sparsely developed to date. There will also
be an enormous need for training and
supply chain development. These are all
business opportunities not simply for those
directly in the tourism industry but in all
other lines of international business. Its
acquisition not only brought into CCA more
members, but offers far more opportunities
to our African and American business
members.

Continued on page 7...

A fisherman on the coast of Mauritania.

BUILDING BLUE ECONOMIES
...continued from front page.

(other parts being Brazil and Gulf of
Mexico) for deep water developments and
will continue to be the main market for
deep water activity toward 2020. Countries
along the eastern coast of Africa including
Kenya, Tanzania, Mozambique, and
Madagascar are gaining momentum and
visibility by operators, both large and small
pursuing exploration activities. In terms
of ports, there are several opportunities
for U.S. investment in African port
infrastructure.
With the African Union’s launch of
“Harnessing the Blue Economy in
Achieving the African Union Agenda 2063,”
African governments are prioritizing the
industry and have formalized their strategy
to highlight the pivotal role of the maritime
sector for the continent’s development. The
strategy is aimed at promoting investment,
harmonizing trade policies and highlighting
security and environmental concerns. As
traditional maritime practices including
fishing and shipping have grown, so
have security concerns including coastal
environment degradation and piracy costing nations billions of dollars in lost
revenue. The continent’s current outlook
can be transformed through well-planned

Stephen Hayes, president and CEO, The Corporate Council on Africa, opens the 2014 Infrastructure
conference. (L-R) David Picard, Regional Manager for Africa, Caterpillar (Moderator); Samuel Dossou,
CEO, Petrolin Group; Gilberto Rodrigues, CEO, Mota-Engil Africa; Paul Sullivan, Director, International
Business Development, Acrow Bridge and Angela Nalikka, Manager, Infrastructure Finance and PPP, African
Development Bank

$46.3B

profits made
by multinational
companies from
activities associated
with the
‘Blue Economy’

2020

will see profits
for companies
investing in the
‘Blue Economy’
triple

90%

of Africa’s
imports and
exports are
conducted
by sea

(L-R) H.E. Maria Kiwanuka, Minister of Finance, Planning and Economic Development, The Republic of
Uganda; H.E. Faida Mitifu, Ambassador, Embassy of Democratic Republic of Congo; H.E. Liberata Mulamula,
Ambassador, Embassy of the Republic of Tanzania speak on the plenary on investing in the Great Lakes
Region moderated by Modibo Touré, Assistant Secretary, General and Special Advisor, Office of the Special
Envoy of the Secretary-General for the Great Lakes Regions, United Nations (Not Shown)
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strategic, innovative and economic
solutions.
The first step in this strategy has been to
tackle bottlenecks that exist with respect
to investment in African infrastructure.
Governments and regional bodies such
as the African Union are actively making
the effort to address such barriers. Kenya’s
Vision 2030 and Nigeria’s Vision 2020 are
just two of the government development
blueprints seeking to address this issue.
Countries like Mauritius also serve as
shining success stories on the continent,
highlighting how coastal nations can serve
as hubs for international trade, as well as
the benefits of special economic zones.
CCA’s U.S.-Africa Infrastructure conference
will provide attendees access to key players
in Africa’s Blue Economy, connections with
individuals and organizations crucial to the
implementation of infrastructure projects
and investment on the African continent,
and insights on projects, investment
opportunities and best practices to ensure
the success of infrastructure projects.
Registration for the conference is now
open. For more information, please visit
http://infra.corporatecouncilonafrica.com/
or contact us at
cca@corporatecouncilonafrica.com.

Grand Baie beach in Mauritius.

MITIGATING
RISK IN AFRICA:
YOUR NEXT
INVESTMENT
DESTINATION
Good Governance
Africa (GGA),
a research
and advocacy
organization with
offices in South
Africa, Nigeria and
Ghana launched
the Africa Survey, a
new compendium
physicians and allied health professionals. In
of statistical data,
terms of project execution, EADG plans to
in Washington DC
work with experts and consultants to achieve
Oladiran Bello
at the Corporate
its goals. When EADG overcomes these first
two obstacles, Mr. Negussie is confident that Council on Africa’s (CCA) office on June
financial support will come relatively easily. 28. The launch featured a discussion
centered on GGA’s newly launched
Despite these challenges, EADG is optimistic database and electronic survey, and its
about reaching its goals. With a complete
Africa in Fact journal. GGA’s survey aims
master plan, extensive market research and
at producing more dynamic and real-time
significant financial support, the group is
analysis of economic, political and social
well on its way toward achieving success.
trends on the African continent, to help
EADG objectives include Leadership in
guide and map out business strategy. The
Energy and Environmental Design (LEED)
workshop was moderated by Earl Gast,
certification, financial sustainability, status
as a medical tourism hub, and reduction
Vice-President at Creative Associates
of brain drain from the Ethiopian medical
International, with presentations from
community. An advantage that EADG has
Dr Alain Tschudin, Executive Director
over past initiatives is its incorporated
of GGA SADC, and Dr Oladiran Bello,
status, which entails annual meetings
Executive Director of GGA Nigeria.
and a board of directors that keep efforts
GGA produces their
focused and streamlined. Some of the key
Africa in Fact journal
elements that EADG still lacks include
recruitment of certain medical specialists,
quarterly, with
such as cardiac surgeons, and partnership
surveys published
with a construction company to break
annually for the
ground on their facility; they also seek to
past five years. The
expand their diverse group of partners and
newest survey was
investors. EADG plans to open its state-ofthe principal topic of
the art hospital sometime in 2018. Although
GGA’s presentation.
EADG will primarily measure its success
Dr Tschudin and
by sustainability and high quality service
Dr Bello provided
delivery, Mr. Negussie predicts that positive
an overview of the
returns from investment will arrive by their
Earl Gast
survey’s two new
fourth year of operation.
additions: a trend analysis and a new
digital edition. The latter will allow for
virtual updates on information and will
facilitate research. The Africa in Fact
journal allows GGA to improve their data
accuracy with a network of journalists
and other on-the-ground assets that allow
for human judgment of the situation.
GGA’s analysts can look at the statistics
critically from multiple angles and
provide an Africa-situated perspective
based on facts. Both presenters
highlighted several examples of this
useful multiple-methodology comparison,
including employment rates, political
instability and access to finance.

ETHIOPIAN-AMERICAN INITIATIVE TO BUILD A
STATE-OF-THE-ART HOSPITAL IN ADDIS ABABA
On Thursday, June
2, CCA’s Ethiopia
Working Group
hosted Mel Melaku
Negussie, Esq., Chief
Operating Officer
and General Counsel
of Ethio-American
Doctors Group,
Inc. (EADG), for a
presentation and
discussion regarding
his organization’s
Mel Melaku Negussie
initiative to build a
State-of-the-Art hospital in Addis Ababa,
Ethiopia. EADG is a corporation composed
of over 250 physicians, most of whom are
of Ethiopian origin and trained abroad.
They are building a center of excellence, a
cardiovascular, neurosurgery and speciality
hospital that will not only deliver an
internationally accredited standard of care,
but will also will become the catalyst for
change in how health care is delivered
regionally and throughout Africa. Mr.
Negussie informed attendees of EADG’s
primary challenges as well as its overarching
mission and specific project elements.
Mr. Negussie cited human capital, project
execution and finance as EADG’s three
primary obstacles to bringing high quality
health care to Ethiopia. EADG is working
to compensate for the insufficient human
capital by recruiting diaspora-based
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Continued on next page...

ETHIOPIA AIRLINES’
TRADE AND TOURISM STRATEGY

Ethiopia’s Simien Mountains National Park is one of nine UNESCO World Heritage Sites in the country.

MITIGATING RISK IN AFRICA
...continued from previous page.

While GGA still relies on traditional
sources of data, its growing network of
African journalists complement local
assessments that were not previously
available. GGA is steadily growing its
own data, which will reduce the reliance
of national governments and international
organizations on secondary data, but also
move to address reliability concerns in
house.
Dr. Tschudin
reiterated that he
wants GGA’s work
to be perceived as
supportive of African
governments as they
strive to improve
their rankings in
various indices. As
GGA achieves a
level of trust with
the leadership of
Alain Tschudin
various nations it is
better poised to influence governance.

On Tuesday, June 28,
CCA’s Ethiopia and
Tourism Working
Groups hosted
Nigusu Worku
Wordofa, Ethiopian
Airlines’ Regional
Director for the
Americas. After
opening remarks
from Stephen Hayes,
President and CEO
Nigusu Worku Wordofa of CCA, Mr. Worku
presented the trade
and tourism opportunities in Ethiopia
and Africa, with a focus on Ethiopian
Airlines’ ongoing efforts to promote travel
and business on the continent. Ethiopian
Airlines is a government-owned business,
founded in 1946 with support from the
United States Government. Since then, the
airline has joined Star Alliance, expanded
to 92 destinations on five continents and
now holds a constantly expanding fleet of
76 aircrafts. With plans to enlarge cargo
operations with a freighter launch in the
near future and to promote travel in Africa
with tourism package offers, Ethiopian
Airlines is expanding rapidly to foster

growing interest from abroad in Africa.
Mr. Worku outlined the many reasons
why Africa, and Ethiopia in particular,
is becoming a popular destination
for business and tourism. While the
continent is home to untapped gold, oil
and diamonds as well as a fast-growing
population with an increasingly large
middle class, Ethiopia specifically boasts
11 percent GDP growth, booming trade
with the world’s largest economies and nine
UNESCO World Heritage sites. Ethiopian
Airlines has supported their industry’s
growth through training programs and
strategic partnerships with other national
carriers on the continent. The airline is
currently working to build a West African
Hub in Lomé, Togo. Mr. Worku is a firm
believer that Ethiopian Airlines’ high
quality service, commitment to safety and
prestigious reputation can compete with
any large carrier in the world. Ethiopian
Airlines now operates with the motto: “new
spirit of Africa,” in reference to the growth
and change the continent continues to
undergo as well as the airline’s mission to
promote connectivity on the continent and
“bring Africa together.”
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RENEWABLE ENERGY PROJECT FUNDING:
POSSIBILITIES FOR SOUTHERN AFRICA

Man on roof of Senator Obama Secondary School, Kogelo Village, Siaya District, Kenya.

On June 2, CCA’s Infrastructure Working
Group hosted three leaders from Tuatara
Group, a coalition of companies selected for
consulting by USTDA to seek out innovative
clean energy projects in Southern Africa.
These Tuatara Group representatives were led
by John Rezaiyan, Founder and President of
3E Consulting LLC, as well as Doug Shuster,
President and CEO of Emerging Markets
Infrastructure LLC, and Pamela Peseux,
President of Cimperium LLC. Mr. Rezaiyan
described the USTDA-Development Bank of
South Africa (DBSA) partnership to interested
parties, from both the private and public
sectors. He repeatedly emphasized the desire
for project proposals of any type related to
Renewable Energy and RW storage. While
Tuatara Group’s focus is on Southern Africa,
there is an increased willingness of the DBSA
and USTDA to fund projects as far north as
Kenya and Nigeria.
The Development Bank of South Africa
(DBSA) was founded in 1997 by the South
African State government to promote
“sustainable development” projects
prioritizing infrastructure and inclusion of
the private sector. However in the last several
years it has evolved to fund external projects
in the region and attempt to build business
partnerships between Southern African

Darling Wind Farm, Western Cape,South-Africa.

countries and South Africa. Its primary focus
is currently on Renewable Energy Projects,
hence the partnership with UTSDA and the
creation of Tuatara Group.
Tuatara Group is tasked with four main
objectives all in support of promoting clean
energy development in Sub-Saharan Africa.
These are: Outreach to locate clean energy

CCA STAFF PROFILE: AKAEGO OKOYE
Akaego Okoye
recently joined
CCA as Director of
Membership. She is
in charge of providing
member services to
the organization’s
member companies.
Before taking on
the membership
role, Akaego served
as head of Legal
and Corporate Affairs at EAN Aviation,
a business aviation company which
5

operates the first full service FBO and jet
maintenance facility in Lagos, Nigeria.
In helping to build the business, she
served in various capacities including
client relationship management, business
development, event and conference
management, and all legal aspects of the
business.
Akaego obtained an LLB in Law from the
University of Kent and LLM in International
Commercial Law from University College
London and is qualified to practice law in
Nigeria and the United Kingdom.
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projects; Identifying and recommending
projects or project developers for DBSA
funding; Building DBSA capacity and;
Identifying, evaluating, and recommending
project development opportunities for
USTDA.
USTDA and DBSA have kept their funding
mechanisms separated, and while both
organizations maintain similar standards for
reliability and viability (both financially and
logistically) of the projects, their funding
programs target different stages of the process.
USTDA will provide funding of around
$500,000 USD per project provided for pilot
studies, feasibility assessments, and technical
assistance. DBSA on the other hand requires
a minimum project size of 100 million ZAR
($6.4 million USD), with no maximum cap.
While DBSA funding for projects in South
Africa is limited to the South African Rand,
funding for external projects is available in
Euros and USD, increasing the appeal for
international companies.
Mr. Rezaiyan iterated several times that
project proposals for both USTDA and DBSA
will be judged on multiple criteria consisting
of their logistical and financial viability,
reputability of the project management, and
return on investment potential. DBSA favors
projects that promote regional integration and
the inclusion of South African companies,
while USTDA has a similar preference for
markets that have the potential to produce
exports for the U.S.
The Tuatara Group is actively seeking out
possible clean energy projects, and is keen
to include outside enterprises and support
small groups to promote new innovators
within the region. DBSA will also lend legal
support to these smaller groups to facilitate
their inclusion. Anyone interested in bringing
a project proposal forward should contact
Vivienne Sequeira, Director of Infrastructure
at the Corporate Council on Africa.
Sources
DBSA, “About US”, Development Bank of South
Africa, available from:
http://www.dbsa.org/EN/About-Us/Pages/
About-Us.aspx
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Afro Tourism is an Africa-based fullservice tourism management company
that specializes in providing dynamic
travel and industry resources for Africa
and its surrounding islands. Afro Tourism
aims to unveil the untapped potential
of the world’s most culturally rich and
diverse continent as a destination of
choice for travel and tourism. With its
principal place of business in Lagos,
Nigeria and an office in the Washington
DC, Afro Tourism is equipped to work
with governments, destinations and the
private sector to improve and enhance
any tourism destination. Our suite of
services include: Digital media and
publishing, Policy development, research,
international development, marketing,
public/private advocacy, public relations,
destination advertising and promotion,
communications strategy, hospitality
training, branding, destination assessment
and trade show representation.

In growing tourism in Africa, Afro Tourism
intends to brand each destination with
experienced team of international travel
and tourism professionals and experts
offering a comprehensive approach
addressing all of these factors from
market assessment, development, and
training to promotion and delivery of
high-quality services.
Afro Tourism believes an important
element of any effort to grow tourism
is measuring results for continued
improvement. To ensure you are meeting
your tourism goals and objectives, Afro
Tourism uses the most up-to-date tourism
research and other available data to
provide a measurement of your success
by benchmarking where you start and the
progress you make along the way.
For more information, visit
http://afrotourism.com.

Headquartered in Bethesda, Maryland,
Lockheed Martin is a global security
and aerospace company that employs
approximately 125,000 people worldwide
and is principally engaged in the research,
design, development, manufacture,
integration and sustainment of advanced
technology systems, products and services.
Lockheed Martin has a longtime
connection with Africa thanks to the C-130
Hercules airlifter, which has had a presence
in Africa for upwards of five decades.
There are about 120 legacy C-130s,
L-100 Hercules commercial freighters and
C-130Js operating on the continent today.
South Africa is also home to Denel, the
continent’s only certified C-130 service
center.
From the deserts to the mountains to
vast coastlines, there is no aircraft better

suited to the varied African terrain than a
C-130. In 2013, the Republic of Tunisia
made history when with the delivery of the
Tunisian Air Force’s and Africa’s first C-130J
Super Hercules, the world’s most modern
airlifter. There is strong regional interest in
the C-130J and the LM-100J, which is the
current commercial freighter version of this
proven airlifter.
The C-130J brings the same proven traits to
Africa that its predecessors provided — plus
additional power, strength and capabilities.
There is no equal to the C-130J and no
other aircraft better suited for what Africa
needs.
For more information, visit
www.lockheedmartin.com/c130 and
www.lockheedmaritn.com/lm100.
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NEW MEMBERS
CCA welcomes new members Books For
Africa and CBZ Holdings Limited.

RECENT EVENTS

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE ...continued from front page.
We knew, of course, after our due
diligence, that ATA would require a great
deal of investment of our own money and
time to build it to its full potential. It was
the oldest U.S.-Africa travel organization
and had a good brand name. We are
making that investment and have hired
a gifted consultant educated at Stanford
University and Stanford Graduate School of
Business, with a work ethic I have seen few
match, to help build this. Naledi Khabo,
who is South African, has worked on such
issues with Accenture for nearly twenty
years and is fully committed to helping CCA
build ATA. The ATA structure we inherited
also had four potentially strong programs,
three of which we are continuing, which
could add outreach and a broader network
of businesses within CCA. (We believe the
fourth program has potential but is less an
immediate priority.)
The programs of ATA includes a Young
Professionals program, of which key
companies in the ATA network are heavily
committed. What it has lacked is a
sufficient network that allows internships
and training. The Corporate Council on
Africa can make a dent in that need and
can, over time, build that network of
professionals interested in careers in and
around tourism. We will need to build
alliances with training centers and have
already begun discussions with a Canadian
training center on tourism and with
American universities.
The second program that ATA has created
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as an annual program is its World Congress.
While we may no longer call it a World
Congress, we are committed to making it
the strongest conference on U.S.-Africa
tourism in existence. We are working with
many different players in tourism now as
we plan and move forward on the event in
Kigali, Rwanda, where we expect at least
five hundred participants over three days in
November this year. We believe we have
strengthened the agenda so that businesses
looking for opportunities in tourism will
also participate along with travel agents,
tourism directors, and hotel and air
companies such as Marriott, Starwood,
Hilton, Expedia, Delta and the African
airline companies, who are all members of
ATA and now of CCA.
The third program that we will continue is
the Africa Presidential Forum, held each
year in conjunction with the UN General
Assembly. We have a partnership with the
Africa House of New York University and
will convene three hundred people for the
presentation by an African President on
Africa today. The focus will be on economic
development, including tourism and the
other sectors which CCA addresses.
We plan to continue to broaden and
deepen this new aspect of the Corporate
Council on Africa because we believe it
to be in the interests of members, as well
as in the interests of a closer relationship
between the United States and the many
countries of Africa. We hope you will be in
Rwanda with us in November.
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6/2: CCCA’s Infrastructure Working Group
presents “Seeking Clean Energy Projects
in Sub-Saharan Africa: Project Financing
Opportunity”
6/2: CCA’s Ethiopia Working Group presents
“Ethiopia-American Doctors Group’s
Initiative: A State-of-the-Art Cardiovascular,
Neurosurgery & Specialty Hospital in Addis
Ababa, Ethiopia” with guest speaker Mel
Melaku Negussie, Esq., Chief Operating
Officer & General Council, Ethio-American
Doctors Group, Inc.
6/28: CCA and Good Governance Africa
“Mitigating Risk in Africa: Your Next
Investment Destination” with guest speakers
Dr. Alain Tschudin, Executive Director,
GGA SADC and Dr. Oladiran Bello,
Executive Director, GGA Nigeria
6/28: Ethiopia WG and Tourism WG “A
Discussion with Ethiopian Airlines on their
Trade and Tourism Strategy” with guest
speaker Nigusu Worku Wordofa, Regional
Director for the Americas, Ethiopia Airlines

ABOUT US
Corporate Council
on Africa is the
leading U.S.
business association
focused solely on
connecting business
interests in Africa.
Established in 1993
to promote business
and investment between the United
States and the nations of Africa, the
Corporate Council on Africa serves as a
neutral, trusted intermediary connecting
its member firms with the essential
government and business leaders they
need to do business and succeed in
Africa. The Council’s membership
represents nearly 85 percent of total
U.S. private sector investments in
Africa. They represent a diverse pool of
industries from Africa’s most promising
sectors, including agribusiness, energy,
finance, health, ICT, infrastructure,
security, tourism and trade facilitation.
Corporate Council on Africa is a key
resource for conducting successful
business in Africa. We work closely
with governments, multilateral groups
and businesses to improve Africa’s trade
and investment climate and to raise the
profile of Africa in the U.S. business
community.
For more information, please visit
www.corporatecouncilonafrica.com.

MEMBERS OF THE CORPORATE COUNCIL ON AFRICA
ABB, Inc.
ACDI/VOCA
Acrow Bridge
Adepetun Caxton-Martins Agbor & Segun
(ACAS-LAW)
AECOM
Africa Atlantic Holdings
Africa Business Portal
Africa Confidential
African Strategy Partners
African Sunrise Partners LLC
Afro Tourism West Africa Limited
AGCO Corporation
Albright Stonebridge Group
AllAfrica Global Media
Alpine Investment
Amarante UK
American Cancer Society (ACS)
Anadarko Petroleum Corporation
Ascot Company, Inc.
Asoko Insight
Association of Equipment Manufacturers
AstraZeneca
BakerHostetler LLP
BD Imports, Inc.
Black & Veatch Corporation
BlackIvy Group LLC
Books For Africa
Boulle Mining Group
Business Books International
CAMAC International
Caterpillar Inc.
CBZ Holdings Limited
Chevron Corporation
Citi
Cohen and Woods International, Inc.
Computer Frontiers, Inc.
Consolidated Contractors Company
ContourGlobal
Covington & Burling LLP
Crowe Horwath (Mur) Co.
CTG Global
DAI
Dangote Group
Delphos International
Dentons US LLP
Development Finance International Inc.
DLA Piper LLP
DLR Group
EAI Information Systems

Edelman Africa
Elephant Global Holdings
Elizabeth Glaser Pediatric AIDS Foundation
Emerging Capital Partners
Emery Mukendi Wafwana & Associates, P.C.
Endeavor Energy Holdings LLC
Engility Corporation
ERHC Energy, Inc.
Essex Construction
Ethiopian Airlines
Eversheds
Exchange Data International
ExxonMobil Corporation
FAYUS INC.
FMR Consulting
Food for the Hungry
Ford Motor Company
Freeport-McMoRan
General Electric Company (GE)
Gilead Sciences, Inc.
Global Business School Network
Global Spectrum Energy Services
GoodWorks International LLC
GrainPro, Inc.
Greenberg Traurig LLP
Groupe Jeune Afrique
Hart Security
Hess Corporation
Humana People to People
Inceptima
Index Brook Ltd.
Initiative for Global Development
International Conservation Caucus Foundation
(ICCF)
International Green Structures
Investment Climate Facility for Africa
IREX
Iroko Pharmaceuticals, LLC
Jefferson Waterman International
Jhpiego
John Deere
Kenya Commercial Bank Group
KHAFRA Engineering Consultants
Kosmos Energy, LLC
KRL International
Kupanda Capital
Lazare Kaplan International, Inc.
LEKOIL Limited
Lockheed Martin International
MacLean Power Systems

Management Sciences for Health
Manchester Trade Limited
Marathon Oil Corporation
McLarty Associates
Medtronic, Inc.
Microsoft Corporation
Minority Business Development Agency
Mota-Engil Africa
National Basketball Association
ND Western
Nigeria Mortgage Refinance Company
Noble Energy, Inc.
One Thousand & One Voices
Pan African Capital Group, LLC
Petrolin Group
Philip Morris International, Inc.
Pioneer Energy
Plexus Consulting, LLC
Polsinelli PC
PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC)
Procter & Gamble (P&G)
Project HOPE
Shell Oil Company
SkyPower
SOC
South African Airways
Southern Star Shipping Company
Standard Bank
Sunrock Institute Inc.
Symbion Power
The Africa-America Institute
The Boeing Company
The Bridges Institute
The Coca-Cola Company
The Whitaker Group
Toucan Aviation Support Services Ltd
TUSKON
U.S. African Development Foundation
U.S. Pharmacopeial Convention
United Africa Group
United Bank for Africa
Varian Medical Systems, Inc.
Visa, Inc.
Vital Capital Fund
Walmart
World Cocoa Foundation
Yazmi USA
Zenith Bank
Zephyr Management
*As of July 2016
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